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ABSTRACT
Intermodal transport becomes increasingly popular in cargo transport. This article describes the role of the inland terminal in intermodal
transport. Both logistical systems, and inland terminals, together with
the movement of loads represent also the flow of information. Though,
users and subsystem information, as well as individual elements of the
flow of information have been distinguished. The purpose of this article
is to characterize an information subsystem in the container terminal, as
well as to develop a schedule of tasks in this subsystem.
1. INTRODUCTION
The intermodal transport is the most popular way of moving cargo in
the world. Definition of intermodal transport can be found in [8], as the
transport of cargo in the integrated loading unit (e.g. container) of the
intermodal transport on different means of transport, without the handling of cargo in container. In contrary, the studies [2] and [6] determine
it as the transport in which the main part of the transport is performed
by rail transport, and the initial or final part of the transport is being
carried out by the road transport. Road distance measured in a straight
line should not be greater as 100 km for the road-train transport, and
150 km for the road-sea.
In [9], [17], [18], [21], [22], approach to the reliability of logistics systems is presented. Issue of inland terminal was shown in [18], [19] and
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[20] mainly due to the analysis of the process of intermodal transport,
together with an indication of the threats that may disturb the correct
process of intermodal transport and has shown bottlenecks in inland terminal in Poland. On the other hand, in [10], [11], [14] and [16] the issues
of process modeling the movement of the different objects are discussed.
Above papers conclude the issues of information flows and cargo flows.
None of them have analyzed in detail the information subsystem.
The inland terminals, as already mentioned, link transport and storage functions. In this case, the tariff for the storage of empty or loaded
containers is decreasing. Both types of containers are stored within a
storage space. The problem is in the intermodal transshipment hubs to
adopt an appropriate method of storage of intermodal units as well as
the implementation process container depots, so that there is no need of
their translocation to another storage location.
Inland terminal [3] is defined as a complex system in which correctly
designed elements will permit on its effective activity, through service of
the means of transport. Inland terminal should consist of at least three
areas:
— operational area – place between quay wall and container yard,
— container yard – storage area where the storage of loading units
also integrated into stacks is possible,
— terminal area of landside operation (parking, gate, administration
buildings, container maintenance and repair area, empty container
storage etc.). [3] Figure 1 shows a scheme of an inland terminal.
Figure 1 illustrates the general scheme of the terminal land. The point
infrastructure consists of railway tracks and a storage yard. In addition,
places such as entrance gate, exit gate, handling machines (in this case
are reachstackers and RTG crane), and administration buildings can be
distinguished. The process of handling in the most cases begins from the
arrival of the train on the terminal. Subsequently, the train is unloaded
by reachstackers or by RTG crane and part of containers are loaded on
another mode of transportation. Remaining part of containers can be
stored. There exist a need of a separate area for empty containers and
the containers for the maintenance and repair on the container yard.
2. INFORMATION SUBSYSTEM AT A CONTAINER TERMINAL
During the research at the container terminal, it was possible to distinguish two subsystems in the operation of a trans-shipment point. The
first is an information subsystem with an information flow. The second
is a load flow, which is parallel to the information flow and is called
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Fig. 1. Scheme of an inland terminal

a mechanical subsystem. For inland terminals, integrated load units are
usually transported from carriages to trucks and delivered to the end
client or from a truck to a carriage using trans-shipment facilities.
Information system [1] is defined as a set of spatially organized of
senders, customers and points of information processing that are derived
from business processes using appropriate techniques and tools. Information is transmitted in a particular form as data. The most important
feature of an information system are:
—
—
—
—

keeping a record the actual states, technical and planning data.
planning and organizing,
controlling,
elaboration of analysis and reports.

The information system [1] should be considered at the same time
as a set of components and the relations between them (structure of
statics), and the processes in this collections (structure of dynamics).
At the container terminal in the information subsystem, the information can be sent in many ways: oral communication, written, postal
correspondence (e-mail), as well as internal communication using special tools, e.g. Intranet. In addition, the information subsystem can be
distinguished from the process of forwarded information [4]:
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— Generating information: this is the moment in which the employee
is preparing some information, for example order of unloading. In
this case, the attention should be paid to the information that was
generated for the recipient as understandable and accurate, thereby
reducing the chance of make a mistake.
— Transmission of information: the process by which the information
generated is sent to the recipient. At this stage, the sender shall in
particular ensure that information was sent directly to the appropriate recipient.
— Collection and storage of information: this is the stage where the information is collected and archived; the information can be received or
generated. This step allows the subsequent processing of information.
— Processing and interpretation of information: the first step is reading
the message, then performing of interpretation of the content of this
message.
— Using information: after the stage of the interpretation of the message
the next step is the command (task) that was included in the sent information. In the case of the generated message (order of unloading),
the operator of handling equipment takes the appropriate steps to
complete the task.
In case of inland terminals, the most often integrated unit loads are
unloaded from train to trucks and delivered to the end customer. The
subsystem information can be divided into individual tasks, illustrated
in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Flow chart of operations in the information subsystem at an inland
terminal [19]

The first information, which is sent to the dispatcher or managers, is
a notice list, in which the information about the number of containers
which have been sent and arrangement on individual’s carriages is stored.
At the time of delivery of the train at the container terminal, loads are
entered into the computer system. Afterwards, the managers should fill
in the shipping documentation. Another important element is the check
of the actual state of containers (e.g. if the containers have been dama-
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ged). The dispatcher receives the information about the actual number
of containers and about the damage of containers. Managers in shipping
documentation take the message about the clearance at the seaport (if
customs clearance was performed). The containers that have not been
clearance, pass customs clearance at an inland terminal. Further element
in the information subsystem is the decision of sending the right containers to the customers, and keeping the remaining ones at the terminal.
The information which containers are to be set aside for storage yard
is sent to the machine operators, stating the detailed place (dispatcher
assigned place of container into the system), and which containers are
to be loaded for shipping to customers. In case of shipping, managers
fill the documents and forward them to the driver. The algorithm of the
process is illustrated in Figure 3.
3. MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION SYSTEM
The inland terminal is a logistics system in which simultaneous flow
of cargo and information exists. The container terminal (Figure 1) is
not only transshipment point, but also allows the storage of integrated
unit loads. In the possibility of a detailed analysis of the information
subsystem, the individual processes in the information subsystem (Figure
3) and the estimated duration, to see which processes take too long and
the subsequent activities could allow the managers to reduce this time
can be distinguished. In the literature, a useful tool for scheduling tasks
is a Gantt chart [5], [12] and [13] presented on Figure 4.
Based on Figure 2 times of duration of individual tasks of the information subsystem were founded:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Entering the notice list into the system –t1 = 10min.
Entering the load into the system –t2 = 30min.
Checking the documentation with the actual state t3 = 20min.
Performing the customs clearance procedure t4 = 10min.
Making decision about the container t5 = 5min.
Sending information to operators t6 = 2min.
a) Assigning storage place t7 = 1min.
b) Removing the container from the system t8 = 1min.
7. Filling of the shipment documentation t9 = 3min.

Based on the Gantt chart which is presented in Figure 4 the overall
time can be calculated: The entire process from delivery of cargo to the
terminal, until the shipping of the cargo to customer takes 82 minutes.
The analysis of this chart allows further conclusion that the longest task
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Fig. 3. The information flows in an inland terminal [19]

is entering the load into the system, and the shortest times are assigning
storage place and removing the container from the system.
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Fig. 4. A Gantt chart for the information subsystem at the inland terminal
(based on [5], [12] and [13])

Which activities are the bottleneck in the system can be found by
taking into account the information subsystem at the inland terminal.
That can be performed in less time. One of the most important statements is that a delay of one task will delay the whole flow of information
in this subsystem.
A reliability and uncertainty analysis of the entire process can be
performed based on [7] and [15]. For that purpose, a fishbone diagram
with uncertainties divided in four groups (art of subsystem, mathematics,
quality of the information flow and empiricism) shall be established.
With the help of this diagram, further uncertainties of the information
subsystem could be defined and precisely analyzed. This shall be done
in the future work.
4. SUMMARY
This work allowed understanding the role of the inland terminal in
intermodal transport. It is worth remembering that inland terminals,
unlike ports, don’t give the customers the option of containers storage
at a reasonable price. Further, the inland terminal with individual’s areas
has been presented in this article. One of the most important elements
of this work is to characterize the processes occurring at the inland terminal. The same procedure can be found in the logistical systems and
inland terminals, together with the movement of loads, which is also
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a flow of information. Users of subsystem information as well as individual elements of the flow of information have been distinguished. The
Gantt chart presented in chapter 2 allowed to put forward the most
important conclusion, which is that the delay one task affects to the
next delay and next task, and can affect the correct execution of tasks
in mechanical subsystem.
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